
ATLAS Sept IPM Portal Demo - Q & A - FINAL

Question Response

ALARS vs ATLAS Functionality

Are all types of UMS error corrections that could be done on 

ALRS now, can be corrected on ATLAS eServices portal? Are 

there any exceptions?

All error conditions that could be processed via direct access to 

ALARS will be able to be processed via the IPM functionality 

on the ATLAS Insurance eService Portal.

Data and Data Conversion

Will all the data from old system be loaded to new system once 

we go live?

Yes.  The current ALARS data will go through a data 

conversion process over ATLAS cutover weekend.  All data 

from ALARS will be loaded into the new ATLAS database

SDIP vs. IPM Functionality

Is eServices for IPM different from eServices portal that we 

currently use for license operations?   Does a user need to 

have different set of credentials for both portals?

The current ATLAS Insurance eService Portal that services the 

SDIP community will be expanded to include IPM functionality 

as of the November 12th launch.  Separate credentials will not 

be needed, but current credentials will need to have the 

appropriate IPM role assigned by their eService 

administrator(s).

Will individual license histories be expanded to include 

suspension and reinstatement dates?

Driver's license inquiries are part of SDIP (R1) functionality, 

and will not be changing as part of the R2 rollout.

IPM Portal Credentials

If our users have access to the portal today, will anything need 

to be done prior to 11/12 to get the additional functionality on 

11/12?    

Current users of the ATLAS Insurance eService Portal will 

continue to have their current level of SDIP access.  Your 

companies eService Administrator will have the ability to add 

IPM roles to your credentials to provide the appropriate level of 

IPM access.

So the admins will need to add access for IPM to every one in 

the company that already has access to SDIP?

eService Administrators will have the ability to add IPM access 

to any users that require that access.

Can users create their own account?  Is 2 factor authentication 

required every time they log in?

Only eService Administrators can establish accounts for other 

end users for your organization.  Two factor authentication is 

required every time unless you select to "trust this computer", 

which will remove the two factor requirement for future login 

attempts from that computer.

We don't have access to your current system, what do we 

need to do to get set up with the portal.

A communication will be distributed in October that will outline 

how partners can establish eService Administrators for the 

ATLAS Insurance eService Portal.  Once Administrators are 

established, these administrators will have the authority to add 

new users and assign them the appropriate roles for access.

If the company code is not changeable, and we have two CAR-

Codes then will we have to have two sign-ons per person at 

our company?  

ATLAS can be flexible to establish Administrators that can 

administer more than 1 CAR-Code, and can in turn provide 

users access to multiple CAR-Codes.  It is important that 

ATLAS be correctly configured to correctly connect CAR-

Codes for this purpose.
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Question Response

IPM Portal Credentials (cont'd)

Will individuals working with multiple insurance companies for 

a carrier require multiple log-ins?

Current users can have IPM roles added to their login 

credentials by your eService Administrator.  Users can be 

provided access to multiple CAR-codes.  No user should have 

more than one logon credential for ATLAS.

In e-portal, there are two kind of users, one with read-only and 

other with read-write. and you are differentiating users based 

on UserId and/or logon information? If so, does the web 

services will also contains two separate logins for read-only vs 

read-write?

Portal users will be assigned roles which will define their 

access and processing capabilities.  The eService 

Administrator will assign these roles.  Web services access is 

managed separately.  Each web service operation is 

separately authorized.  The ATLAS interface team authorizes 

web service access only if the partner has identified their intent 

to use that web service and have engaged in testing.  

Will all current users to the MA RMV system receive a new 

user ID and password for the new eServices portal or do we 

have to have our current Admin apply for the id's and 

passwords for our staff?

Current users can have IPM roles added to their login 

credentials by your eService Administrator.

Security

How will access/authentication will differ when using the web 

services interface to connect to the IPM

Security and authentication are handled very differently 

depending on the type of interface.  Web services interfaces 

use IP whitelisting and Certificate authentication.  Batch File 

Transfers use IP whitelisting and SSH keys.  Portal uses 

username/password with two factor authentication.

As e-portal is designed to authenticate users in two way (i.e., 

First User Id & Pwd and second with security code). Does the 

consuming application needs to authenticate in two ways in 

order to consume web service?

Each access method has it's own security profile.  Web 

services security includes IP whitelisting and certificate 

authentication.

Will we still have to log into a VPN or will we just need to login 

to this website to report?

No.  The ATLAS Insurance eService Portal does not require 

any additional security (e.g. VPN).  

ATLAS Processing

After successful transaction, transaction code or number 

seems to be generated on your portal. If I have a transaction 

code, would I be able to search by it to present details of that 

transaction?

The code is for internal ATLAS use. You can search by a 

Processed From and To date under More->Search 

Submissions.

When you enter a VIN #, will the results be displayed in 

chronological order (latest 1st)?  

Currently no order is set. We can look at ordering the results. 

I only noticed mailing and garaging addresses - will residential 

address be displayed anywhere and what's the difference 

between residential and garaging ?

All three addresses, Mailing, Residential, and Garaging will be 

maintained and are visible in the new ATLAS system.  The 

garaging address is new, and will capture the location that the 

vehicle is garaged.  While often set to be the same as 

residential address, the garaging address would be different in 

the event that the vehicle is garaged at a different location (e.g. 

summer home) than the residential address. 
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Question Response

ATLAS Processing (cont'd)

The MSRP stored with the vehicle information, is that 

Purchase Price at time of registration or the MSRP from 

NADA?

MSRP information is taken directly from NADA

When searching under Business name, we can see plates.  Do 

all plates come back in search or only ACTV plates?

Yes.   The business search brings back the business Name, ID 

and ID type. To see the businesses vehicles/plates you need 

to select the business and then you can view any information 

pertaining to that business. 

Where are you getting garaging address data when you only 

have a mail address on file?

The garaging address will be defaulted to the residential 

address during data conversion from ALARS to ATLAS.  New 

garaging addresses will be added into the ATLAS database as 

registrations are processed that contain a garaging address 

that differs from the residential address.

Where will we find Lessor Information, currently on the R1C 

screen.

They are listed as a an owner of the vehicle. You can select 

the owner to link to their business information. 

Are there plans to keep NADA when we go live? Yes.  As discussed in the demonstration, the ATLAS Insurance 

eService Portal IPM functionality will support a NADA inquiry.

Can the garage address ever be out of state? Thinking of a 

scenario of a person in the military stationed out of state or a 

student studying out of state.

Yes.  A garaging address can be an out of state address

In the event a customer is pulled over for no insurance will we 

have the ability to update the insurance information real time to 

prevent their vehicle from being impounded?

Yes.  Updates via the ATLAS Insurance eService Portal is real-

time.

What happens if we enter insurance or cancellation on the 

portal and then later send the same transactions 

electronically?

The batch transaction would error out as the cancellation 

would have already been posted by the real time portal 

transaction.

A commercial policy can sometime have no vehicles on it. Say 

that policy runs 1/1/19 to 1/1/20. If we added a vehicle to that 

policy today will we be able to enter policy date different from 

add vehicle date?

Adding and deleting vehicles will not affect the policy 

effective/expiration dates, each of these adds and deletes 

would have their own effective dates.

In the old system I would add the car effective 1/1/19 then 

delete is effective 1/1/19 and read it effective today.

Not sure as we understand why you would do it that way, but in 

ATLAS you would only need to add it effective today.

Does backdating cancels also include deleting vehicles? Yes.  Both backdating of cancellations and removing vehicles 

will be supported.

Can we have previous policy number on the list of vehicles that 

need insurance update for current registration?  It would be 

great help for commercial fleet reporting.

I assume you are asking for this option on the Notice To 

Carrier Report; we will look into making this enhancement.

Regarding submission reports, will this include all vehicles for 

the company? All vehicles based on userID? Vehicles 

submitted via IPM or also electronically submitted via xml?

Yes.  Reporting does not distinguish what method was used to 

update ATLAS.
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Question Response

ATLAS Processing (cont'd)

How may test(non-prod) environments will be provided from 

Web Services?

There is one ATLAS R2 QA environment established to 

support web service testing.  This environment is available 

through the end of interface testing (October 18th)

We submit new business, cancellations, add vehicle, and 

delete vehicle. Do we also need to submit expirations to the 

RMV?

No.  The RMV is aware of policy expiration dates and will mark 

a policy as expired when that date is reached.

If the policy renews with a lapse, why are we not able to enter 

the renewal policy effective date?

From the RMV prospective, a "renewal" reflects a continuous 

period with no breaks. If there is a lapse in coverage, the 

registration/vehicle combination was uninsured for some period 

of time; there was a break in coverage. Note that as of 

4/1/2020 - 10 days after the policy expires, we will send a 

revocation notice.

Will we be able to pull a motorcycle value/exact model MSRP 

like we did on the URVN page on UMS?

Yes.  Any information available on NADA will be returned via 

the NADA inquiry.

Notice to Carrier

If you use batch for notice to carrier, do the same policies show 

up on the report day after day if the status has not changed?

Yes.  All methods of Notice to Carrier (Portal, Batch, Web 

Service) will report policies each day that that policy is in a 

"Notice to Carrier" state.  

How can carriers get the Notice to Carrier report? Notice to carrier can be retrieved from the Insurance eServices 

Portal, IPM Batch File, or IPM Web Service.  Carriers must 

inform the RMV that they plan to receive via IPM Batch File or 

IPM Web Service so that the ATLAS Interface team can 

correctly configure the system.  All carriers will have access to 

this information on the Insurance eServices Portal. 

Can reports be filtered to show PL, CL and Farm? I assume you are asking for this option on the Notice To 

Carrier Report; we will look into making this enhancement.

Is there a way on the carrier reports to filter it for business 

policies only or individual etc.?

I assume you are asking for this option on the Notice To 

Carrier Report; we will look into making this enhancement.

Webinar Recordings and Training

Where are the recordings housed? The recordings can be accessed via a "Link to webinar 

recordings" on the IPM documents page 

(https://atlas.massrmv.com/IPMProgram/Documents.aspx)

How we may obtain documentation related to this demo? Will 

there be screenshots of all functionality demoed?   

This demonstration webinar has been recorded and available 

for review. CBT/video training will be developed and will be 

available in the month prior to launch.  There are no plans to 

separately distribute screen shots of the portal. 

Is there a training document available? In addition to this demonstration webinar, CBT/video training 

will be available in the month prior to launch.

If we are planning to use Batch/EPortal at Atlas R2 launch, do 

the screens that were demonstrated apply?

Yes.  Today's demonstration has shown how the actual ATLAS 

Insurance eService Portal will look and perform.
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Question Response

Contacts

Will there be manual for this new system for us to access? In addition to the program documentation available on the IPM 

Communications site, Computer based/Video training for the 

ATLAS Insurance eService Portal will be available in the month 

prior to launch.

Is there a helpline or email if we run into any issues or have 

questions?

All questions related to the ATLAS IPM implementation should 

be sent to the Interface team email (DOT-DL-ATLAS-Interfaces-

R2@dot.state.ma.us)

Is there a contact person we can call in case we have 

questions on how to process one of these changes?

Any questions related to the IPM program should be forwarded 

to the ATLAS Interface team (DOT-DL-ATLAS-Interfaces-

R2@dot.state.ma.us)

Design Documents

Will an IPM interface control document be available in the near 

future?

All design documents are now available on the Technical 

information page.  Program documentation is now available on 

the Program Documentation page.  The ATLAS Interface team 

does not plan to consolidate this information into a separate 

ICD prior to launch.

New Registration and Title Application

When will the new RTA form instructions/documentation be 

available?

Target for Registration and Title Application form instructions 

distribution is the Week of September 16-20.

Will the ability to submit RMV1 or 3s be supported in the 

portal? 

No.  First - RMV1 and RMV3 forms are being combined  

replaced with a new Registration and Title Application form.  

Second, electronic vehicle registration is only supported via 

Electronic Registration Vehicle (EVR) processing via an EVR 

vendor.
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